
Although Gothic was, in the seventeenth century, a commonly-experienced style of 

architecture — churches had been built in the style for centuries — a change in 

architectural fashion had occurred. The English architect and designer Inigo Jones 

(1573–1652) introduced a convincingly robust and scholarly form of Classical 

architecture to England — Classicism, in this context, meaning architecture derived 

from ancient Roman and Greek buildings.   Between 1613 and 1614 Jones undertook a 

second journey to Italy, in the retinue of the Earl of Arundel. In Venice Jones met the 

Italian architect and architectural theorist Scamozzi and Jones’ personally annotated 

copy of Palladio’s Quattro Libri dell'architettura is indebted to his tours taking in 

Classical architecture. Jones acquired a fundamental understanding of the structure and 

grammar of Classical architecture, much of it derived from Andrea Palladio, an architect 

from Venice. It was through Jones’s interest Palladio that England became exposed 

properly to Classicism in architectural form. In 1615 Simon Basil, the Surveyor of the 

King’s Works, died and Jones took over the post — this gave him the opportunity to 

capitalise upon his understanding of Classical architecture and realise architectural 

projects in the (non-Gothic) Classical mode. This is realised in two of his earliest pieces 

of architecture: the Queen’s House, Greenwich (1616–19, 1630–5, altered 1661), and the 

Banqueting House, Whitehall (1619–22).  

Thereafter Classical architecture took hold — architects, designers and 

craftsmen worked increasingly under the thumb of Classical columns, entablatures, 

pediments and so on. The so-called ‘orders’ of Classical architecture became paramount: 

the Tuscan, Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, and Composite. These served as Classical-derived 

templates through which buildings in England were to be designed and built. Indeed, 

at the turn of the eighteenth century British architecture was sufficiently Classical — 

and based loosely upon the architecture of Andrea Palladion (that Jones had studied 

when in Italy), that it has been labelled as Palladian. Architecture by the leading 

architects, including William Kent (1685–1748), Colen Campbell (1676–1729) and 

Richard Boyle 3rd Earl of Burlington and 4th Earl of Cork (1694–1753) were of this 

particular architectural school. 

This oscillation from medieval Gothic to Classical in seventeenth-century Britain 

had a profound effect upon the appearance of Gothic structures created thereafter. It 

facilitated clear distinction between genuinely medieval Gothic architecture, and 

architecture made in imitation of the style by later architects and designers, particularly 

when those charged with creating Gothic work, were not trained and experienced in the 

style but rather in the opposing style of Classicism. In our first week we discussed that 

eighteenth-century sense of Shakespeare as a ‘Gothic’ writer, even through recourse to 

the metaphor of his plays as equivalents to Gothic cathedrals.  This is precisely what was 

in action in more strictly architectural circles.  While Classical architecture was ordered 

and symmetrical, the Gothic was seen as outlandish, fanciful and somewhat deformed.   



An early, pre-Georgian, example of this tendency to work in the Gothic mode by 

architects better schooled in the Classical is the entrance tower, Tom Tower, added by 

Sir Christopher Wren to Christ Church, Oxford, in 1681–2. As we can see from the 

picture on the screen, it possesses the key motifs of medieval architecture, including the 

pointed arch and tracery. However, the cusping is overly profuse, and the tower is 

regulated by pilaster-like buttresses that have more of a connection to Classical 

architecture rather than medieval Gothic. Despite clearly favouring Classical 

architecture, which is manifest in the majority of Christopher Wren’s architecture, 

including his most famous structure, St Paul’s Cathedral, London (1675–1710), rebuilt 

after the Great Fire of London of 1666, Tom Tower is Gothic. Although outside of his 

stylistic ‘comfort zone’ of the Classical style, Wren adopted Gothic for Tom Tower 

because he wanted it to accord with the founder’s work, and not conflict with the rest 

of the college’s St Aldate’s façade, or the prospect of the main front quadrangle.  

William Kent, one of the most important early-Georgian architect-designers 

responsible for shaping new Gothic architecture in the 1730s, was also Classically 

trained, and a disciple of Lord Burlington. Despite his clear Classical leanings, Kent was 

occasionally charged with producing Gothic architecture. For example, in 1732 he 

partially reconstructed Hampton Court Palace’s clock court and created two Gothic 

screens — one in Westminster Hall for the Court of the King’s Bench 1739, and another 

in 1741 (though removed in 1820) for Gloucester Cathedral. Kent’s Classical and Gothic 

works were circulated by John Vardy in his 1744 publication, Some Designs of Mr. Inigo 

Jones and Mr. Wm. Kent.  

Kent was also responsible for creating the first complete Gothic house of the 

eighteenth century (from its external architecture through to its interior fittings and 

furnishings), Esher Place. The house’s thoroughly Gothic character makes it, 

accordingly, his most important work in the style. In 1733 Kent extended Bishop 

Wayneflete’s late-medieval tower, the surviving remnant of the Palace of Esher 

established by William Waynflete, Bishop of Winchester, in 1462, to produce a country 

house for Henry Pelham (1694–1754), who later became Prime Minster following the 

resignation in 1742 of Sir Robert Walpole, Horace Walpole’s father. Very little 

information survives in connection with Kent’s work at Esher. However, a selection of 

designs indicate that it was originally projected to be a modest Classical house 

dominated by a central accommodation block, with Wayneflete’s tower acting as a 

genuinely medieval relic in that gardens. This would have made Wayneflete’s tower a 

Gothic garden folly. For a hitherto unknown reason, Kent’s designs swung away from 

this typically Classical proposal for the house, and were thereafter Gothic. Although 

executed with Gothic details, Kent’s designs for the house retain the logical and 

symmetrical arrangement of Classical houses.  



If we look at Kent’s designs for Esher closely, which are available in the images 

resources section below this video, it is possible to see which Gothic features he 

incorporated to Gothicise — there’s Horace Walpole’s word again — an essentially 

Classical addition to the medieval tower. These elements include battlements, lancet 

windows with ogee heads under labels, and quatrefoils punched through the fabric of 

the structure. 


